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WE DO GASTROEXPERIENCES
We use gastronomy as a way of expressing and communicating and since 2007 we offer our guests 
private chef services and unique experiences through food and the products of the island. We take 
gastroexperiences to your finca, on board of a boat in the middle of the sea, into our cooking workshop, 
into the local market...we are inspired by Mallorca and by you, our “food companions”!

Whatever is the reason for your holiday in Mallorca, we have the right food experience for you. 

We have created gastroexperiences for families celebrating a birthday or a family event on the island, 
for groups of cyclists who drop their sweat on the Tramuntana, for yoga retreats looking for peace and 
healthy food, for a group of friends watching the sunset while sailing the bay of Pollença and eating 
delicious food...

GASTROEXPERIENCES FOR 2019

MORE INFO

Private chef set Menu
Private chef “A la carte”
Sunset dinner on board

Chef for cyclists
Workshop in our villa

Chef for yoga retreats
Good morning Mallorca

Showcooking in your villa
Cooking in a monastery

...
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GASTROEXPERIENCE SET MENU
Are you planning to spend your holiday in a villa in Mallorca? Do you want to celebrate a family’s birthday 
party or a friend’s reunion? Then let’s do it together! If you would fancy a delicious PAELLA, a tasty BBQ 
or some Mediterranean TAPAS, this is your choice.

We will create a culinary experience at your holiday villa, allowing you to spend time with your guests 
while we take care of everything. Because we simply love cooking and we want you to enjoy it.

The D-Day, our chef will search for the local seasonal products to elaborate the chosen menu. About two 
hours before the start of the event, the chef will arrive at your villa to prepare the dishes of the selected 
menu, serve it on the table in an informal way, and for finishing, we will clean your kitchen and recycle the 
waste.

Undoubtedly, a pretty good way of tasting the Mediterranean stylelife.

PRIVATE CHEF
4 hours

Ingredients included
PRIVATE CHEF SERVICE + INGREDIENTS + CLEANING + RECYCLING
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GASTROEXPERIENCE SET MENU
You can choose the menu you prefer. Our offer is personalized for every event as we listen and feel the 
client’s tastes and preferences; we also adapt our menus in case of allergies and intolerances.

APPETIZERS: Mallorcan bread, olives & alioli
DESSERTS: Lemon & cava sorbet / Mallorcan Ensaimada with vanilla ice cream / Strawberries, yoghurt & almonds

MIXED PAELLA

STARTERS

Salmorejo & iberian ham
MAIN

Seafood & meat paella
with

Pork, chicken, cuttlefish & prawns
SIDES

Red peppers salad & fresh lemon

TAPAS

COLD

Local cold cuts, cheese, patè & jams
Iberian ham & Mallorcan salmorejo
Green salad & orange vinaigrette

HOT

Prawns in garlic style
Mushrooms & fresh parsley sauce

Bonito omelette & Mallorcan spring onion
Chorizo in cyder sauce

BBQ

FROM THE BBQ

Seasonal & local vegetables
Jacket potatoes & rosemary

Local sausages (Pork, chicken, chistorra...)
Chicken with yoghurt & lemon marinade

Grilled prawns
SALAD

Green leaves salad & orange vinaigrette
Red mojo, almonds pesto & tartar sauce

PEOPLE
6
8
10
12

TOTAL PRICE
396 €
462 €
528 €
594 €

PER PERSON
66 €
58 €
53 €
50 €

*VAT Included
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GASTROEXPERIENCE À LA CARTE
You will be able to taste a special dinner, comfortably in your villa, with our chef in your kitchen, and an 
exclusive table service by our staff who will set the atmosphere you prefer.

Whether you wish something special but informal and relaxed or something more detailed and styled let 
us take care of it. We are passionate about client’s wishes, we enjoy suggesting new dishes or ingredients 
to taste, to let you live an experience.

This service is elaborate and tailored to you; we take care of table design.

PRIVATE CHEF
4 hours

Ingredients included
PRIVATE CHEF & WAITER + INGREDIENTS + TABLE SERVICE + SHOPPING + CLEANING
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GASTROEXPERIENCE À LA CARTE
Treat yourself and your guest with a special evening by turning your villa’s dining room into a private 
restaurant.

MALLORCAN

STARTER
Iberian ham, ramallet tometoes & 

olive oil
1ST

Fried “Marinero” with cuttlefish, 
prawns, fish, vegetables and fennel

2ND
Roasted lamb with rosemary and 

orange 
DESSERT

Ensaimada & almond’s ice cram

MEAT & FISH

STARTER
Prawns in garlic style with fresh 

parsley
1ST

Local fish in “Mallorquina” with 
seasonal vegetables

2ND
Sliced beef entrecòte, green salad 

& jacket potatoes 
DESSERT

Pineapple cream & coconut foam 
with crunchy almonds

SEAFOOD

STARTER
Strawberries gazpacho & red 

prawn’s tartare
1ST

Octopus, Mallorcan trampo & 
avocado

2ND
Wild monkfish with clams in 

green sauce vinaigrette & “rota” 
potatoes
DESSERT

White chocolate mousse & 
strawberries

EXAMPLES

MENUS from 40€ /person + PRIVATE CHEF 180€
(VAT not included. Prices up to 10 people, north area of Mallorca)
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GASTROEXPERIENCE CHEF FOR CYCLISTS

PRIVATE CHEF
4 hours

Ingredients included

CYCLIST’S FOOD ROUTES
+

HOMEMADE ISOTONIC DRINK

TIMING

There are more and more groups of cyclists and sportspeople on the island. We created a menu especially 
for you as nutrition plays a great role in cycling performance. The food influences, how much energy you 
have on the bike and how you recover after the training are very important.

After a day of activity, you will be able to enjoy a healthy dinner with your group and taste some of the 
Mediterranean life style. It is a good way of ending a day spent outdoors and to connect and enjoy the 
island of Mallorca through its local, fresh and seasonal products. 
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GASTROEXPERIENCE CHEF FOR CYCLISTS
The group can choose the preferred menu. We can personalize the suggested menu and adapt it to any 
dietary regimen or food preferences. Have fun and experience the environment also through the food. 

PEOPLE
6
8
10
12

TOTAL PRICE
422 €
497 €
572 €
647 €

PER PERSON
70 €
62 €
57 €
54 €

CYCLIST’S FOOD ROUTES

In every menu Homemade Mallorcan isotonic drink is included

*VAT Included

FORMENTOR
STARTER

Gazpacho, boiled eggs & raw vegetables
1st

Pasta with almond pesto, dry tomatoes & 
black olives

2nd

Fresh tuna with quinoa salad and homemade 
gaucamole
DESSERT

Lemon and cava sorbet

SA CALOBRA
STARTER

Chicken & prawns soup with raw vegetables 
and poached egg

1st

Rabbit stew with saffron rice and broccoli
2nd

Marinated salmon with sesame seeds & 
sweet potatoes 

DESSERT
Yoghurt mousse with red fruits

ALPE D’HUEZ
STARTER

Spinach salad, with dry tomatoes, dates & 
nuts
1st

Bolognese & aubergine lasagna with Mahon 
cheese

2nd

Fresh hake in green sauce (parsley and 
onion) and potatoes

DESSERT
Figs with honey and cottage cheese
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GASTROEXPERIENCE SUNSET ON BOARD
We offer an exquisite gastro experience on board of a unique, charming wood boat. We will visit different 
places like Formentor and SaFortaleza and admire Pollensa Bay’s sunsets while we transform your evening 
into the best gastronomic souvenir of your stay in Mallorca.

TIMING

PRIVATE CHEF ON BOARD
4 1/2 hours

Captain + Chef + Waiter
À LA CARTE

Up to 10 people
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GASTROEXPERIENCE SUNSET ON BOARD
A tailored-made menu for a special occasion or just because you are a food and sea lover. Come on board 
and enjoy your dinner in a unique setting.

SEAFOOD PAELLA
STARTER

Salmorejo & iberian ham
MAIN

Seafood & meat paella
with

Fish, mussels, cuttlefish & prawns
SIDES

Red peppers salad & fresh lemon
DESSERT

Black chocolate mousse & strawberries

MEAT & FISH
STARTER

Prawns in garlic style with fresh parsley
1ST

Local fish in “Mallorquina” with seasonal 
vegetables

2ND

Sliced beef entrecòte & trampo salad
DESSERT

Pineapple cream, coconut with almonds

SEAFOOD
STARTER

Strawberries gazpacho
1ST

Octopus, Mallorcan trampo & avocado
2ND

Wild monkfish with clams in green sauce 
vinaigrette & “rota” potatoes

DESSERT

Yoghurt mousse & strawberries

PEOPLE
4
6
8
10

TOTAL PRICE
800 €
950 €
1200 €
1400 €

PER PERSON
200 €
167 €
150 €
140 €

MENUS ON BOARD

*VAT Included
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GASTROEXPERIENCE GOOD MORNING
Rise and shine with a wholesome breakfast! Start your day off right with a Good Morning breakfast. Fresh 
juices, smoothies, cereals, cold cuts, homemade Mallorcan bakery, Mallorcan cheeses, fresh local bread, 
eggs, salmon, Mallorcan tomatoes, etc.. The buffet will be ready and you will go to the kitchen just to order 
your eggs directly to the chef.

Live your holiday fully starting from the morning. Set the tone of the day in the best possible way by finding 
your breakfast ready before to go off and enjoy the island. Everything will be set and ready for you as soon 
as you open your eyes. 

PRIVATE CHEF
3 hours

Ingredients included
PRIVATE CHEF + INGREDIENTS + BUFFET

TIMING

The perfect start for your mornings
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GASTROEXPERIENCE GOOD MORNING
Here is an example of our breakfast; you can choose the dishes you want to create the buffet to your liking 
and we will make you a personalized proposal. If you want something special, do not hesitate to ask us. 

BREAKFAST BUFFETS
MEDITERRANEAN
BREAD & BAKERY

Mallorcan ensaimada, brown bread & llonguets
COLD CUTS

Sobrasada, camaiot, sweet ham, chorizo & iberian ham
SALTY

Pa amb oli & ramallet tomatoes + spanish cheeses / Mallorcan vegetables 
“coca” / Fuet, cherry tomatoes & basil oil salad

EGGS STATION
Mushrooms omelette / Cheese omelette / Iberian ham omelette

FRUITS & JUICES
Local & seasonal fruits table, mallorcan orange juice

CONTINENTAL
BREAD & BAKERY

Croisants, chocolate napolitana, baguette & seeds bread
COLD CUTS

Sweet ham, turkey & chicken breast
SALTY

Avocado and salmon bruschetta / Bacon & sausages / Grilled tomatoes 
and mushrooms / Lorraine quiche

EGGS STATION
Scrambled eggs, boiled, fried, omelettes in your way...

FRUITS & JUICES
Local & seasonal fruits table, multifruits homemade juice

THEY CAN’T BE MISSING: Teas, coffee, milks, jams, honey, butter, muesly, yogurt, cereals...
OUR HOMEMADE EXTRAS: Carrot or cinnamon porridge, granola,  pancakes, french toasts, creppes, tortitas, hot chocolate, churros,...

PEOPLE
6
8
10
12

TOTAL PRICE
343 €
392 €
440 €
488 €

PER PERSON
57 €
49 €
44 €
41 €

*VAT Included
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GASTROEXPERIENCE FOR YOGA RETREATS
Nowadays it’s quite clear that the way we eat has a significant impact on our health. We are able to 
propose catering for different dietary regimen; whether they have some food intolerances or whether they 
eat gluten free, vegan or vegetarian. We can fully provide you with the whole catering service for your 
yoga retreat.

PRIVATE CHEF
6 days

Ingredients included
PRIVATE CHEF + INGREDIENTS

Breakfast / Brunch buffet & Dinner

TIMING
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GASTROEXPERIENCE FOR YOGA RETREATS
We are able to satisfy guest’s wishes mixing it with a Mediterranean diet so that they will be able to 
experience the island life style anyway. We can offer our menu like BBQ, Paella and tapas but adapt it to 
food regimen. We love food and we like to turn the kitchen into a healing space for body and soul. 

BRUNCH BUFFET
TO DRINK

Fresh juice or smoothies, chai, milk, tea
CEREALS & BREADS

Muesli / granola / porridge, local bread, local 
bakery and “pa amb oli”

FRUITS
Homemade jam, fresh fruit salad

avocado toast
OTHERS

Homemade vegetable cake, eggs

DINNER
TO SHARE

Green goddess almond pesto and red devil mojo 
with raw vegetable sticks

Red fruit salmorejo
Spinach, dried tomatoes, nuts and Mallorcan soft 

cheese salad
Zucchini fritters with homemade aioli

Mallorcan tumbet
DESSERT

Vegan chocolate, coconut balls

Prices depending on service required, number of people and dietary regimen.

EXAMPLE OF A DAILY SERVICE

INQUIRE HERE
FOR A CUSTOMISED OFFER

Homemade Mallorcan lemonade drink
Various yogi drinks available
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GASTROEXPERIENCE PRIVATE WORKSHOPS
Come to our finca and spend a day with our chef and enjoy the authentic Mediterranean lifestyle. Discover 
the secrets and tricks to cook the perfect paella directly from a Spanish Chef. Come and learn something 
new while having fun!

We will begin to prepare the ingredients in a relaxed environment surrounded by nature. Before lunch you 
can enjoy an Aperitivo in front of the pool and taste the “homemade by you” aioli!

After that we will continue with the cooking class to finally sit down, eat together and enjoy an experience 
that here we consider vital and we practice daily: share the table and a good conversation…in pure 

PRIVATE VILLA WORKSHOPS
6 hours with us
Villa rental included

COOKING CLASS + RECIPIES + LUNCH + DRINKS
Pool time for you

TIMING
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GASTROEXPERIENCE PRIVATE WORKSHOPS
Receive a master class from our chef, enjoy a meal with your friends or family and take with you the recipes 
you have made yourself.

MENU
APPERITIVES

Alioli, Salmorejo & Almond pesto and crudites
DRINKS

Our homemade fruits sangria
MAIN

Seasonal paella
DESSERT

White chocolate & greek yoghurt mousse
with mallorcan strawberries

COOKING WORKSHOP
HOW TO DO

Dips preparation 
Cutting vegetables and fruits 

Sangria with “soul”
The best stock for your paella “

El sofrito” 
“La paella” 

Our easy mousse

PEOPLE
6
8
10

TOTAL PRICE
600 €
760 €
900 €

DAILY/PERSON
100 €
95 €
90 €

Prices for private workshops in our villa in Alcudia (north area of Mallorca) *VAT Included

EXAMPLE OF A WORKSHOP
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GASTROEXPERIENCE COOKING IN A MONASTERY
Are you a big group? Are you looking for an extraordinary activity in the north of Mallorca? Fancy to learn 
a little more about the Mediterranean cuisine? Come with us and spend half a day having fun in a natural 
and special environment, like the Puig de Maria Monastery cooking the most typical Spanish dish.  
 
Learn while having fun! We will be doing it in a magical space; indeed the workshop will be held in the 
convent of Puig de Pollensa which is in the Sierra Tramuntana (Unesco Patrimony). After the trekking to 
reach the Puig  (approx 30 minutes walk) you will be able to admire the view, take in the energy of this 
place, cook and learn, eat and relax while admiring the 360º view from up there!

PRIVATE WORKSHOPS IN A MONASTERY
6 hours

From 20 to 60 people
TREKKING + COOKING CLASS + LUNCH

TIMING
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Receive a master class from our chef, enjoy a meal with your mates or friends in the most incredible place 
to cook in Mallorca.

MENU
APPERITIVES

Pa amb oli with mallorcan tomatoes
DRINKS

Our homemade fruits sangria
MAIN

Seasonal paella
DESSERT

Lemon & cava sorbet

WORKSHOP FOR TEAMBUILDINGS
HOW TO DO

Cutting vegetables and fruits 
Sangria with “soul”

The best stock for your paella
“El sofrito” 
“La paella” 

Our easy dessert

PEOPLE
20
30
40
50
60

PER PERSON
70 €
66 €
62 €
58 €
54 €

TOTAL
1400 €
1980 €
2480 €
2900 €
3240 €

Prices for private workshops and team buildings in the Puig de Maria (Polleça) *VAT Included

PAELLA & TREKKING TEAMBUILDINGS

GASTROEXPERIENCE COOKING IN A MONASTERY
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GASTROEXPERIENCE SHOWCOOKING IN YOUR VILLA
We bring Mediterranean gastronomic culture to your holiday villa in Mallorca. Enjoy an afternoon cooking 
in your own home with our chef. During 4 hours we will teach you the tricks to make a good aioli, a sangria, 
the fumet for a paella or a sencilo and rich homemade dessert.

Our chef will arrive at your farm with all the ingredients and tools necessary for the development of 
showcooking, for two hours will cook with you and your guests in your kitchen and finally will serve at your 
table the starters and paella that all have prepared together. Finally you will collect, clean and recycle so 
that you can enjoy a relaxed dinner among yours without worrying about anything more than having fun.

TIMING

PRIVATE VILLA WORKSHOPS
4 hours

2 h. Showcooking + 2 h. Dinner service
From 6 to 10 people

Included
COOKING CLASS + RECIPES + INGREDIENTS + SANGRÍA
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https://www.chefacasa.es/gastroexperiences/showcooking-in-your-villa
http://chefacasa.es/we-do-chef-mallorca/private-chef-service-menu/
https://www.chefacasa.es/gastroexperiences/showcooking-in-your-villa
https://www.chefacasa.es/gastroexperiences/showcooking-in-your-villa


Receive a master class from our chef, enjoy a meal with your friends or family and take with you the recipes 
you have made yourself.

SHOWCOOKING PAELLA MENU
APPERITIVES

Alioli, Salmorejo & Almond pesto and crudites
DRINKS

Our homemade fruits sangria
MAIN

Seasonal paella
DESSERT

White chocolate & greek yoghurt mousse
with mallorcan strawberries

SHOWCOOKING TIPS
HOW TO DO

Sauces preparation 
Cutting vegetables and fruits 

Sangria with “soul”
The best stock for your paella “

El sofrito” 
“La paella” 

Our easy mousse

PEOPLE
6
8
10

TOTAL PRICE
480 €
600 €
720 €

DAILY/PERSON
80 €
75 €
72 €

Prices for showcooking in your villa (north area of Mallorca) *VAT Included

PAELLA MENU SHOWCOOKING

GASTROEXPERIENCE SHOWCOOKING IN YOUR VILLA

http://chefacasa.es
https://www.chefacasa.es/gastroexperiences/showcooking-in-your-villa
https://www.chefacasa.es/gastroexperiences/showcooking-in-your-villa
https://www.chefacasa.es/gastroexperiences/showcooking-in-your-villa
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https://www.chefacasa.es/gastroexperiences/cooking-workshop-villa/
https://www.chefacasa.es/gastroexperiences/showcooking-in-your-villa


SEE YOU SOON!

Feel free to contact us to enjoy a very special
GASTRO EXPERIENCE by CHEF A CASA

 info@chefacasa.es / M. +34 682 579 727
www.chefacasa.es

BOOK NOW!

http://chefacasa.es
mailto:info%40chefacasa.es?subject=Dossier%20/%20May
www.chefacasa.es
http://chefacasa.es/book-a-chef/
http://chefacasa.es/book-a-chef/

